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Top five issuers and sector allocation

Key figures since launch Risk figures Performance by periods

Accumulated returns Standard deviation (ann.) Last month

Annualised returns Average time to maturity Year to date

Interest rate duration Three months

Credit spread duration Six months
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Financials 43%
Industry 12%
Consumer 12%
Real Estate 8%
TMT 7%
Energy 6%
Transportation 3%
Cash 3%
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Nordic fixed income fund investing in 
corporate bonds in a wide range of 
sectors. Low geopolitical risk and an 
ESG profile.

 The fund invests in fixed income and fixed income related securities issued by financial 
institutions, corporations, agencies, governments and municipalities while incorporating 
ESG criteria into the Fund’s analysis and selection criteria 

 The debt securities may be rated or unrated and have credit risk corresponding 
to Investment Grade or High Yield

 The average interest rate duration of the portfolio shall be between 0 and 4 years

*From launch of the share class. All figures are based on internationally recognised standards for publishing performance data. Historical returns are no guarantee for future returns. Future
returns will depend, inter alia, on, market developments, the portfolio manager’s skill, the fund’s risk profile, as well as fees for subscription, management and redemption. Returns may become
negative as a result of negative price developments. The performance data do not take account of the fees incurred on subscription and redemption of units/shares. Pareto Asset Management
seeks to the best of its ability to ensure that all information given in this report is correct, however, makes reservations regarding possible errors and omissions. Statements in the report may
reflect the portfolio managers’ viewpoint at a given time, and this viewpoint may be changed without notice. The distribution of this information may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions
and this information is not intended for distribution to any person or entity in such jurisdiction. The report should not be perceived as an offer or recommendation to buy or sell financial
instruments. This is a marketing communication. This is not a contractually binding document. Please refer to the prospectus of the fund and do not base any final investment decision on this
communication alone. Pareto Asset Management does not assume responsibility for direct or indirect loss or expenses incurred through use or understanding of the report. Fund prospectus,
KIID, annual and semi-annual report are available at fundinfo.fundrock.com/Pareto. The representative in Switzerland is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Leutschenbachstrasse 50, CH-8050 Zurich.
The paying agent in Switzerland is NPB Neue Private Bank AG, Limmatquai 1/am Bellevue, P.O. Box, CH-8024 Zurich. The relevant documents such as the prospectus, the key investor
information document (KIIDs), the statutes or the fund contract as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland.
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Monthly commentary – April 2023
By Christian Weldingh and Gustaf Tegell

After facing some headwinds in March, we are back on track with a very good return for the fund in April. The Riksbank 
of Sweden raised the key interest rate by 0.5 percentage points at its April meeting. It is expected that the Fed, ECB, 
and Norges Bank will follow up at their upcoming May meetings. Admittedly not as aggressive; expectations in the 
market are 0.25 percentage points from all of them.

Marketwise there is still some turbulence in the American banking sector and this time it’s First Republic Bank facing 
problems. We are once again in California (as with Silicon Valley Bank) and again it is about the large share of 
unsecured institutional bank deposits. However, the ripple effect for the Nordic market was limited this time around. 
For the fund, credit spreads moved sideways to marginally down throughout April.

We traded bonds for approx. NOK 400 million in April, in a 70/30 ratio between buying and selling. We participated in 
one issuance: Lerøy Seafood Group (Norway). In the secondary market, we took advantage of a still troubled US 
banking market to pick up more cheap bank hybrids issued by Scandinavian banks. Otherwise, the buying activity was 
spread over various sectors. On the sell side we reduced our covered bonds/OMF exposure somewhat.

The interest rate level appears solid and with stable and relatively good credit spreads, everything is in place for a 
continued good development for the fund.

Portfolio management team: Christian Weldingh and Gustaf Tegell


